“3 Secrets That Will Change Your Life…And
Give Birth to Your Business!”
Unlock the power of life’s three most powerful
secrets. This life-changing knowledge is derived
from over twenty years of wisdom from some
of the greatest masters and gurus in the world!
They are the most important things to consider
each and every day and the turbo engine to
success and happiness!

People who don’t apply these three secrets
generally battle with their health, wealth, and
their relationships, and they remain enslaved to
a negative belief conditioning they’ve had since
birth!

The 1st Secret literally connects you, in an instant,
to your ultimate destiny. This shifts your main
focus in the direction of your destiny every day!
It even serves as a check to keep you from
unwittingly wandering off your destined path.

The 2nd Secret sets the tone for your entire day and
allows you to breakthrough into your higher
mind in just ten minutes. This can be used for
finding the answers to your dreams. It’s a
powerful tool that can help you make a
breakthrough or overcome a mental block
(reach untapped parts of the mind)

The 3rd Secret allows daily access to the source of
Life. This boosts your mental clarity, creativity,
intuition, and instinct every day.

These 3 secrets define your destiny and are the
most important keys to your life—even moreso than having skills and motivation
 Each of these three needs to be done at
least 5 days every week.

 The minimum time you should spend
per day on these three secrets is 20
minutes (Usually 40 minutes)

 Though it’s impossible to completely
eliminate life’s problems understanding
these three secrets will allow you to live
your best and most productive life
possible!

The 1st Secret
The Unseen Problem Affecting Mankind!

We are out of alignment with the Super Six
because of our conditioning since birth. This
is caused by outside influences, painful and
pleasurable experiences, and our
physiology.

Faulty Programming is the belief that buying or
acquiring things is going to give us all we
need. (This is only true temporarily because
it provides you with a Destiny feeling … but
for a short while only)

All the money in the world can only buy
feelings. You have the power to generate
those exact same feelings and your destiny,
without possessing material wealth (unless
you are in physical pain, ill health)
“Seek the Kingdom and all these things will be
added to you.”

Your very first encounter! – The Super Six!

Your destiny is generally based on the
fulfillment of The Super Six (6 Emotion
Drivers (Feelings)) each and every day.
A Small Shift Each and Every Day Is the Way!

They are on the next page for you to print out

Focus on the Super 6 every day of your life.
Print out the previous page and STICK IT ON
YOUR WALL.
This daily routine only takes a few seconds and
connects you, in an instant, to your ultimate
destiny. This shifts your main focus to the
direction of your destiny every day!
Remember to focus on the Super 6 every day
of your life. Print out the Super 6 and STICK
THEM ON YOUR WALL.

The more effort you put into doing this, the
quicker you will reprogram your mind to
live your destiny.
This daily visual uses the technique of
SUGGESTION used by very influential

authorities. Do this consistently and your
external world will also begin to change!

We take it one step further for you! We use
this technique on our cell phone everyday
of our lives.

Download our free Android cell phone app
to train and activate the area you are
weakest in daily.
Not only will you be made aware of the Super
Six every day, but you will also have the
opportunity to practice areas of the Super
Six you’re weak in.

The image will become larger before your
eyes, causing an imprint into your
subconscious mind. It feels as if it is going
into you—because it is. This improves your
focus each day and helps you take the right
actions to move towards your destiny.

You are now also able to reprogram the
PRIORITY of your Super Six everyday into
your subconscious mind, shifting your
internal then your external world—all
thanks to mobile phone technology!

Secret 1 Cont…

You Have the Power to Shift Your
Destiny Each and Every Day!
If you do not apply this to your life every day, it
is like driving a car with your eyes closed.
It is like being on a ship without a compass!

Or like trying to find a place in a new city
without a map or advice!
I know … I used to attend motivation and skill
courses only to run faster in the wrong

direction. Finding the Super Six a decade
later changed my life! TRUST ME!

Your destiny is generally based on the
fulfillment of the Super Six (the six drivers
of your emotion) each and every day.
Antony Robbins, among the most elite
results-based coaches of all time, calls them
the six Human Needs.

When you have a low score on any one of
them—for example FUN may be at a 3 out
of 10—then you are not on your destined
path, and you will be unhappy until you
increase your FUN to a 9/10 or 10/10. You
should now press this button every day

without fail until you are experiencing pure
and wholesome fun.
YOU PRESS

CELL PHONE RESPONDS WITH VISUAL IMPRINT

if you focus every day for just a split second
while pressing one of the Super Six you will

create a quick daily Imprint that will cause a
small daily shift in your emotions. This will
lead to slight changes in your daily
actions—slowly but surely improving the
results of your life while keeping you in line
with your destiny! Do this daily and
BOOM…one life changing result!

The Problem...
Because of our programming since birth,
influenced by external factors, our
experiences, and our physiology, we are
usually living by these conditioned habitual
thoughts, emotions, actions, and
consequences in our lives.

This habitual living ensures that we do not live
consistently at a 10 out of a 10 for each
component of the Super Six.
I used to think that the more money I made,
the happier I would be. Well, with more
money, I acquired more things—and more
responsibility—and ultimately more
problems!

It will always be that life gives you problems
no matter what you do. So, we can never
control the external world and its problems.
But we can control our inner world. We can
control the Super Six and our destiny.
Remember all the money in the world only
buys feelings. We can use our minds in a
certain way to generate those exact same
feelings and reach our destiny!

We can control our internal world, and this is
where we make the magic happen. You see
all the things you want ... You want them to

make you feel one or more of the Super Six!
Your Entire Destiny!
“Seek The kingdom And All these things will be
added to you”.
Once you can consistently attain your destiny
from within (Self Mastery), then you will
find that things in this world come to you
with far fewer problems attached!

All the things you want, you want them to
make you feel one or more of the Super Six
(6 Emotion Drivers)

You have the power to fulfill all of these every
day of your life.
You are now aware of the Super Six and of how
they control your entire life. Many people
are unaware of these six controls, and many
will not realize their ultimate destiny—their
ultimate life!
“SEEK FIRST THE KINGDOM AND THEN ALL
THESE THINGS WILL BE ADDED TO YOU”

“THE KINGDOM IS WITHIN YOU”
Focus on the Super Six (Emotional Drivers)
every day and adjust your destiny daily.
Reprogram one or more of the Super Six daily
and train the one you are weakest on. That
is the way you consistently check and shift
toward your destiny!

The 2nd Secret
This sets the tone for your entire day and allows
you to break into your higher mind in just 10
minutes. This can be used to make progress in

life and to achieve your dreams. It can be used
to make a breakthrough, overcome a mental
block (reach untapped parts of the mind), and
access levels of genius in minutes! It will help
you to get in “FLOW” or in “THE ZONE”! The
quality of your thoughts will improve. This
special information comes from renowned
neuroscientists.

Company CEOs are very interested in this
HIGHER MIND because accessing it saves them
time and effort while making them tons of
money.
LET’S BEGIN!
When we get our heartbeat to a certain
variance, we enter into the state of
COHERENCE (a form of unity between HEART
and MIND).

The founder of POCKET COACH uses technology
to do this; however, it can be done without
technology. This course cost the founder R20,
000

How to do this without HRV Equipment:
Breathe rhythmically for ten minutes EVERY
day. This will get your HEART and MIND in
synch and let your FLOW begin.
For example, you can do:
Four breaths in and fourth breaths out
Four breaths in and five breaths out
Four breaths in and six breaths out
Five breaths in and six breaths out
A slight variation of the above that is
comfortable for you also works. Use whatever
ratio is best for you, but it must remain exactly
the same while breathing for ten minutes.
Do this daily for ten minutes at a time, and your
HEART will begin to work optimally with your
MIND. This will cause a surge of mental activity

that will bring inspiration and ideas bubbling to
the surface!

Enter coherence before you start your weekly
or daily plans! The founder performs this
breathing exercise for twenty minutes before
starting his weekly plans. This technique allows
him to fill his plans with maximum energy and
intelligence.

Look at the graph below. This shows the
difference in waveform of neutral physiology
versus coherence. This type of transformation

also occurs when moving into the appreciation
state.

DID YOU KNOW? You can attain a higher mind just
by running or swimming as long as you keep
your breathing regular—even if you stop to
take a rest!

Personally, I feel the most inspired and discover
the best solutions and life strategies during my
daily swims and runs!
Access your higher mind each and every day by
setting the timer on AngelSolve and pressing
the exercise button. Either perform regular
breathing for ten to twenty minutes every day
or perform regular breathing techniques during
your ten-to-twenty-minute swim or run!

If you miss your breathing or exercises for four
days in a row, you will see four red lines
indicating the days you missed. (The lines will
max out at five even if you’ve missed more days
than that.) When you press the EXERCISE
button, one red stripe will be removed the next
day.
You have the ability to set time goals for each
exercise, and ANGELSOLVE will beep when your
desired time has expired. If you just want to
measure the time of your exercise, then press
the EXERCISE button, and the timer will begin.
Once this happens, the EXERCSE BUTTON will
turn green around the edges.

The 3rd Secret
This allows you daily access to the source of life.
This boosts your mental clarity, creativity,
intuition, and instinct for every day. The quality
of your thoughts would improve, and your
tendency to react negatively to situations
would be reduced!

Why do most people do more, react
more, but accomplish less?

Our minds are always active. Even while we
sleep, our minds remain active, processing data

and connecting with others on the neuro net.
And don’t forget the fact that we dream!

Too much mind activity during the day blocks
us from recognizing our natural intuition and
instincts. So, we spend our days reacting to
events instead of going with the flow with the
day’s activities.
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If you don’t pull the “arrow of your mind”
back, then it cannot go flying forward.

Imagine somebody says to you, “I did not have
time to pull the arrow back. How far will the
arrow travel?” If you don’t fill your mind with
great energy, intelligence, and happiness by
bringing it to the source of thought—the field
of being—then it can only be miserable. It will
be loose and weak. It will strain. Your mind will
do more and accomplish less. It won’t even be
able to make it until evening before giving up.
The action technique demands that
you pull the arrow of your mind back
to the source and then shoot it in the
direction of what you wish to
accomplish. Do less and accomplish
more.
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MEDITATION / PRAYER
Over the past three decades, the founder has
experimented with the world’s finest
meditation techniques. He has developed them
carefully, building on each success until finding

the perfect technique that is affordable and
available to all. Meditation helped him when
nothing else could. It saved his life. The founder
witnessed a lack of access to and use of
meditation techniques for the disadvantaged.
One of the greatest techniques he discovered is
known as Transcendental Meditation, or TM.
Oprah Winfrey, Dr. Oz, and Clint Eastwood are
just a few of the people who have benefited
from TM. Today this course costs over R4000.
This is expensive for most people, not even
considering the fact that most schools are
several miles away!
Let me as you a question no one else is asking:
where does thought come from? Do we bring
them into existence? How thoughts start and
develop should be appreciated at a conscious
level. A thought starts from the depths of
consciousness, or from what modern
psychology calls the “subconscious.” As it rises
towards the surface level of the mind—the

conscious mind—it becomes bigger and bigger.
When it reaches consciousness, it is
appreciated as thought.

Modern psychology says man uses only a small
portion of the mind. Proper meditation is a tool
that enables every man to make use of his full
mental potential.

This is the way to use one’s full mental
potential. We initially experience
thoughts on an ordinary thinking level, or
what we could call the surface level of
the mind (the conscious level). As we
meditate, we begin to appreciate a thought’s

finer status until the conscious mind reaches
the source of thought itself. When this
happens, the conscious mind expands.

By the time the conscious mind
comes to experience the source of
thought, the full depth of the
subconscious has been explored.
Nothing remains of the subconscious. The
whole subconscious has been incorporated into
our consciousness, resulting in the expansion of
the conscious mind.

A person who does not meditate is like a
person who does not have time to go
to the bank before going to the
market. That person will suffer in the
market because he did not go to the
bank to withdraw any money. Do you

want each day to be like an empty trolley?

Take time to go to the bank first
(MEDITATE EARLY EVERY MORNING)
and then have a lovely time in the
Market! Visit the kingdom in
meditation or prayer and access the
vast riches each day has to offer!
How to meditate:
Choose a word that you use every
day. A word without meaning is
preferable. Say this word over and
over in your mind at a pace that is comfortable
for you. If your mind wanders off while
meditating, then just start saying the word
again.
Every day at a similar time close your eyes and
stay seated. (This can be done on a bed, a chair,
an airplane, etc.) Place your hands apart, one

on each leg, while looking down at your thigh.
Relax, and once you’re comfortable, activate
the five-minute timer and press the gold
MEDITATE button. Close your eyes and
meditate for five minutes at a time for twenty
minutes. Breathe normally.

Every morning, the Pocket Coach
founder meditates for twenty
minutes. He meditates in four
consecutive five-minute intervals. He
starts the five-minute timer. After five

minutes, the Pocket Coach beeps. This ensures
that he does not wander or daydream and that
he instead concentrates on the focus word
during his meditation. If you have the unique
ability to meditate for twenty minutes straight,
you do not need to use the timer.

The timer also allows one to
accomplish more meditation during
a twenty-minute period. If
meditation is done for twenty
minutes straight (no five-minute
interruptions), then a person could
day dream, fall asleep, or ramble on

in his own mind and waste the entire twenty
minutes! Having the timer alert you every five
minutes gets your mind back on the focus word
and ensures that you don’t waste your twentyminute meditation period. The Founder even
witnessed his meditation instructor falling
asleep once... and he may have even been
guilty of it himself. This shows the importance
of using your Pocket Coach timer every time
you meditate!

If after the twenty minutes are over you are not
happy with your meditation, you may continue
in five-minute intervals. If you are able to
meditate properly for a full five minutes, then
advance to the Pocket Coach’s ten-minute
timer. After twenty minutes of meditation your
thoughts will become crisp and sharp, affecting
your actions and results in life.

Summary
Meditation is a way of tapping into one’s full
potential.

Many extremely wealthy and influential people
meditate.

The Pocket Coach
founder has proven that
meditation is one of the
best ways of making
contact with the Creator.
This contact is achieved
by giving up the flesh (thinking mind) and
allowing the Spirit of God to arise and work
through us. Transcendental Meditation, TM, is

one of the most effective, popular and
thoroughly-researched meditation techniques.
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Transcendental Meditation
schools are found in many
cities all over the world. Many
wealthy people, businesses,
and celebrities do
Transcendental Meditation.
852
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION is a science
that has been tested by numerous
experiments, research, and documentation to
support its findings.

RESEARCH STATISTICS
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SCHOOLS
Some of TM’s statistics in Los
Angeles schools:
 98% decrease in suspensions and a 21%
increase in high school graduation rate
 TM has been approved for 48,000 schools
(almost 45 million students).
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HEALING AND EMPOWERING
WOMEN AND GIRLS
 42% decrease in insomnia
 Twice as effective as other relaxation
techniques for decreasing trait anxiety
 Improved quality of life
 Twice the effectiveness of conventional
approaches for reducing alcoholism and
substance abuse.

855
HIV – AIDS
 51% decrease in HIV-related
physical problems
 43% increase in vitality
 42% improvement in general
health
 22% improvement in emotional well being
 38% reduction in anxiety
 36% reduction in anger and hostility
 39% decrease in depressive symptoms
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REFUGEES
Study1 - In this 135-day
study, 90% of refugees with
high levels of PTSD symptoms
decreased to nonsymptomatic levels within 30
days of learning the TM technique. The non-

meditating group showed no reduction in PTSD
symptoms
857
ARMY
Carlos, a veteran of Operation Desert
Storm and Liberation of Kuwait has
this to say: “After starting TM, my
heart and mind were calmed. I had my
first full night of sleep in 21 years. I have new
goals in my life, and I haven’t stopped smiling
ever since my first meditation.”
 40% - 55% reduction in symptoms of PTSD
in military vets.

858
The TM-based Resilient Warrior
Program has been extensively
researched by over 340 peerreviewed studies, including over
$26 million in grants from the

National Institute of Health to study the
program’s effectiveness for reducing heart
disease. Key findings include:
 40-55% reduction in symptoms of PTSD and
depression
 42% decrease in insomnia
 30% improvement in satisfaction with
quality of life
 25% reduction in plasma cortisol levels
 Decreased high blood pressure-on par with
first-line antihypertensives
 47% reduced risk of cardiovascular related
mortality.
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In April 2013 an email was sent
out stating that it was announced
at Maharishi University of
Management that Ecuador now has 10,000
meditating and 3500 practicing TM-Siddhis in
the military academies. The Navy and Air Force

have just decided to take up the program, with
a total of 120,000 military personnel involved.
860
Meditation is excellent for the mind, emotions,
and physiology.

